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A Message from Auto-IT’s CEO
The NBN and You

The National Broadband Network is a new
communication network that promises
to bring massively improved broadband
speeds to all Australian homes and
businesses. The vast majority of premises
will connect to the network via optic fibre
running underground or suspended from
power poles.

physical box running one physical server.
We are entering a modern world where
we have the capability of adding a layer of
virtualisation to run multiple servers on one
physical box, thus leading to cost efficiencies
and improved safety of data.

The NBN’s impact on Auto-IT and its
customers will be significant. The business
community is experiencing a dramatic
change in emphasis from a heavy reliance on
expensive hardware and on site computer
engineers, to the world of digital delivery
and high level customer service.

With the advent of faster and more
affordable communication infrastructure
we can move these physical servers from
our own businesses into more central
locations with much better access to secure
high speed bandwidth.

The NBN fibre connections will be up to
10 times faster than
The less than 10% of the
currently
available
remaining users in more
over
costly
ADSL
“And so we are reaching a
remote locations will
connections
today.
crossroads. The NBN will
use fixed wireless and
Download speeds on
ensure that finally, affordable
satellite technology. It
cable will be similar
“Cloud-based” services can be
is estimated it will be
with the NBN but
made available to everybody
about a decade before
upload speeds will be
and
Information
Technology
the NBN is available
much faster. In the
providers ignoring these trends
to the last Australian
future, NBN Co claims
will do so at their peril.”
home and business but
it will upgrade its
for most of us in urban
equipment to make the
locations the benefits
network “hundreds, if
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Up to now, Australia’s ability to deliver
sophisticated digital solutions at acceptable
prices has lagged well behind the situation
prevailing in Western Europe and North
America. The advent of the NBN will level
the playing field.
If we consider our on premise servers of
the immediate past, we typically have one

And so we are reaching a crossroads. The
NBN will ensure that finally, affordable
“Cloud-based” services can be made
available to everybody and Information
Technology providers ignoring these trends
will do so at their peril.
The successful solution providers of the
future will adopt agile software development
methodologies together with continuous
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These products delivered from the Cloud will in my
opinion have the greatest impact on the IT industry and
its end user community since the advent of the Internet.
Ken W Fife
Chief Executive Officer
Auto-IT Pty Ltd
kfife@auto-it.com.au

New Factory Interfaces
Auto-IT continues to develop and enhance factory and
third-party interfaces - many which can help make your
business more efficient and effective. Don’t miss out on
giving your business a competitive edge.
To find out more about how these interfaces can benefit
your business and to request installation please contact
your Business Relationship Manager.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The NBN and You continued
design processes. The delivery of superior levels of
customer service will be achieved through meticulous
attention to the customer experience. These rapidly
deployed products will be capable of delivery from the
Cloud.
Cloud technology now has a permanent place in the
Lexicon of the IT industry. The advent of the NBN will
ensure as it has in the Northern Hemisphere, that aaS
(as a service) products - exemplified by SaaS (Software
as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Service) - will be universally accepted
and readily available to IT users in businesses of all sizes.

AutoGro PartsWeb Parts Locator (in pilot)
BMW Warranty Credits interface (scoping)
Ford Territory Extract (in test)
Hyundai Service History Extract (in development)
Mazda Prospect System Integration (scoping)
Mazda Service Data Load (being deployed)
Mitsubishi SAP Migration (in development - go Live
10 April 2012)
Peugeot Service History Interface (scoping)

“We never really grow up, we only
learn how to act in public.”
"Going to church doesn't make you
a Christian any more than standing
in a garage makes you a car."
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Case Study
The Tilford Auto Group has recently undertaken
Auto-IT’s optimisation review. Below is a brief
interview with Steven Palethorpe, Tilford’s financial
controller, about the process and the results.
Can you tell me a little about the Tilford Auto group?
The Tilford Auto Group is based in Hobart, Tasmania and
has been in operation for over 45 years. We operate out
of two locations and have about 100 employees. The
Tilford group has 7 different franchises which are Ford,
Honda, Peugeot, Skoda, Land Rover, Jaguar, Chrysler,
Jeep and Dodge.
How long have you been using PMDS®?
We’ve been using PMDS® for about 18 years.
What prompted Tilford to undertake the optimisation
process?
Despite using the system for so many years we were
starting to feel that PMDS® wasn’t meeting our needs.
PMDS® has always been a very stable DMS that can
capture and store data, but we were having problems
trying to extract that data to do marketing and sales
follow up. In addition to this, our sales managers couldn’t
easily see how many vehicles were sold for the month,
what their month to date gross was without having all
the deals processed by the Admin team.
Deal processing for the Administration team was also
becoming very time consuming. From a service point
of view we also found that our service advisers were
spending large amounts of time in the workshop or on
the phone following up on the progress of jobs with the
foremen, or trying to locate vehicles, rather than actually
serving customers.
Would you say you were using PMDS® to its full
capabilities before the optimisation?

No we definitely weren’t. It turns out that we were
very good at adapting, and to try and counter the above
problems, we developed lots of Excel spread sheets
and used 3rd party software, all of which resulted in
duplication of data, multiple keying, which was time
consuming and inefficient, and slowing choking our
Dealership.
You approached Auto-IT about undertaking a system
audit to understand how you could potentially improve
system usage. Can you tell me about that process?
The full optimisation process took about two days and
involved three Auto-IT staff coming into Tilford. They
went through every department, looked at what they did
and how they did it (the processes) and the documents
they used to do it.
Basically they looked at how our information was captured
and how it flowed through the dealership. Once they’d
done that, they were able to identify some key areas
where better use of PMDS® could lead to improvements
and increased efficiency.
What are the key changes that resulted from this
project?
For us the optimisation review recommended that we
purchase some new modules (Deal Manager, Kaizen,
WebCRM and Vantage Point), which allowed the removal
of several spread sheets and forms to streamline our
processes and eliminate keying duplications.
The installation of WebCRM to replace our 3rd party
internet prospect provider (Sales Assistant), which means
that now Ccard details are captured when the customer
first walks into the dealership, rather than having to
be re-keyed by the salesperson at the time of the deal
and/or the admin team/stock controller when the deal
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is processed. WebCRM also allows us to generate sales
follow-up schedules for the sales staff, and also for
managers to track their progress with all enquiries.
The use of Deal Management has dramatically improved
our whole deal process. Previously we were using sales
contracts in Excel and then rekeying them into PMDS®,
but now these are all generated by PMDS®, which means
all deals can be pulled up in the system without having to
refer to the paper copy.
Deal Management also allows receipts and payment
methods to be recorded on the deals which makes
ensuring that full payment is received and also tracking
misallocated payment a lot easier. Finance and insurance
details are now also being recorded, so in the future we
can run reports on expired contracts and target these
customers as potential prospects not only for F&I but
also for vehicle sales as well.
The biggest benefit from Deal Management is the time
saving in the administration department. Because all the
Ccard and deal details are entered by the salesperson,
when the deal gets to the administration department, it
only takes 5 minutes to process the ledger side of the
deal. For us this means we’ve been able to half our deal
processing time each month.
By implementing Deal Management, we were also able to
install Vantage Point, so now our management team now
know exactly how their department is tracking for the
month, both in gross and units delivered/sold. Previously

they would have had to wait for the administration team
to finish processing at the end of the month for this to
occur. Our sales managers have also set up their own
individual portals to report aged stock so they instantly
know their vehicle stock levels, and also aging. Our
Dealer principal also uses Vantage Point so he can track
key performance indicators for each department in real
time, rather than waiting until the end of the month for
management accounts to be produced.
For our service department Kaizen has revolutionised
how they interact with internal staff and customers.
Because Kaizen allows users to see the progress of any
job from their desk (as opposed to previously having to
contact the workshop foremen), we have been able to
install a mini call centre, which has freed up our service
advisors to focus on serving customers in front of them.
The booking load tool on the system has allowed us to
increase the number of bookings per day.
Would you recommend the optimisation project to
others?
Yes, definitely. The optimisation process is not just about
selling new modules, it’s about the Dealership using
the PMDS® to its full potential. PMDS® has advanced
substantially over the last couple of years, and for us the
optimisation highlighted to us that we had failed to keep
up with these improvements.

“Politicians and nappies have one thing
in common. They should both be changed
regularly, and for the same reason.”
"If I agreed with you we'd both be wrong."
"Never try to argue with an idiot. They will
drag you down to their level and beat you with
experience."
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Manna from Heaven or Pie in the Sky?
Cloud Computing Explained
America’s first billionaire and
the wealthiest man in
history, John D Rockefeller,
said, “Own nothing.
Control everything.” Mr
Rockefeller came from
obscurity to dominate
the American petroleum
industry and was a prolific
philanthropist who set new
standards that are followed by today’s elite. He did all
this and still managed to enjoy the last 40 years of his life
in retirement.
Sadly he’s not with us anymore but had he stuck around
long enough to access today’s technology, he would have
surely accelerated his massive wealth and charitable
giving even further.
His statement pretty much sums up the principle of
cloud computing. There are many other elements that
augment this, of course, yet the fact that you can now
access many enterprise-level solutions without owning
a single piece of hardware or software (much less the
techies to run them), illustrates the parallel with John D’s
famous manifesto. The days of needing to own IT assets
in order to control them are rapidly disappearing.
This represents something of a tectonic shift the likes of
which we haven’t seen since the first graphical Internet
browser, Mosaic, in 1993. The World Wide Web had just
become available to the masses and in doing so, started
an avalanche of change that continues to accelerate
today. Cloud computing looks set to do the same.

What is it, exactly?
So what is cloud computing and what can you do with it?
In a nutshell, it’s the delivery of computer applications
and associated services through an Internet connection,
packaged into a monthly access fee. As to what it can

do, the possibilities are many and they’re growing rather
rapidly.
Of course some may sniff, “This has been around for years
in client-server systems and through ASPs (Application
Service Providers).” This may be true but it’s only recently
that technologies like virtualisation (the creation of
multiple virtual server instances on one physical server),
converged resources (processing, storage & networking)
and shared services (applications, IT expertise, licensing,
etc.) have made this a genuine game-changer.
Other mitigating elements have conspired to make this
happen, like the almost ubiquitous nature of high-speed
broadband and the meteoric rise of devices like the iPad,
iPhone and other mobile/tablet devices.
It is the convergence of these technologies and the
market’s demand for rapid scaling that has given us this
smorgasbord of options that hitherto, were the preserve
of companies with large IT budgets and the expertise to
manage them. Moreover, many of these services can be
self-provisioned with a browser and a credit card. No
hardware of software to buy, no technical staff to employ
and no space required to house them either! This is
significant.
Cloud computing represents the technology layer – the
marketplace - that makes it possible to access software
as a service (SaaS), rather than a capital expense. And
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therein lays one of its charms. Most businesses enjoy
substantial cost savings when they transition capitalintensive applications to the cloud like ERP, document
storage, e-mail, CRM, project collaboration, e-learning,
e-marketing, database development and social media
analysis.

It’s not quite so new.
Of course, many of us have been using cloud-based
applications like Google Search/Analytics/Docs etc.,
Skype, Hotmail and LinkedIn for years. Online storage and
file sharing (through the likes of Google Docs, DropBox
and Box.net) comprise the biggest chunk of cloud-based
services right now but over time, more ERP solutions (like
your DMS) will be available this way too. Auto-IT has been
delivering some of its solutions through this model for
years but in the future, as our development framework
evolves, this will become more common. Right now, the
complex functionality and interoperability with external
systems (like factories)
that’s demanded of a
modern DMS places limits
on the capacity to deliver
a DMS that’s as fast and
powerful as our onpremise solutions.
Technology
advances
and market expectations
continue to chase each
other down the street, in
turn out-doing the other
for attention. Like all gold
rush eras (social media is another), the temptation is to
jump on-board the first train heading to the goldfields
without checking if it’ll carry you all the way. Or indeed
if it will deliver what you really need. Cloud computing
is a bit like that and a number of casualties have already
been recorded. Indeed, some of the biggest and best
(Amazon AWS, Intuit, Twitter, Hotmail and Skype) have
scored major outages, leaving businesses dependent on
their architecture stranded.
Given the hiccups experienced by some of the biggest
aforementioned providers, it’s especially critical to align
with proven, reliable SaaS providers and forget about

anyone that has a less than stellar record. Auto-IT is
moving some of its internal computing requirements
across to the cloud and we’ll update you on our
experiences down the track. We’ve already had a very
reliable run from one cloud-based document storage/
syncing/sharing application and will be testing another
very soon. We already use cloud solutions for eMarketing
and online data collection. These are going very well and
we will provide more details in a future newsletter once
we’ve proven their reliability for ourselves.

Is it safe and reliable?
Two issues that cop a beating whenever discussion turns
to Web-based applications are security and service
delivery. In other words, “Will my data be safe and will I
get reliable access to it?” The answers, for the most part,
are yes and yes.
Any cloud-service data centre worth its salt will have
security
–
physical,
electronic and softwarebased – to rival a nuclear
silo. In fact, the likelihood
of your data falling into
the wrong hands is by
order of magnitude higher
if the servers reside on
your own premises. Here’s
a sample of one provider’s
security provision:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• SSAE 16 (formerly
known as SAS70 Type II)
compliant environment with 24x7x365 surveillance
and support, and Tier 3 data-centre conformance.
Redundant power, cooling, and connectivity
24x7x365 guard surveillance
A locked, caged, and monitored environment
Biometric facility access
24x7x365 network operations centre
AES-128/256 encryption between all infrastructure
end-points
Man-traps
US Department of Defence 100+ point server
hardening
24x7x365 level 1 help desk
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The second question – of service delivery – can best be
answered this way. Most providers offer a baseline SLA
(service level agreement) of 99.9%, meaning that at worst,
you might experience up to 8.7 hours of down time a
year. Given that these 8-odd hours will likely be sprinkled
across the wee hours of the morning (maintenance,
patch updates, software updates, etc.), you’re unlikely
to feel them. And if something ever goes demonstrably
wrong, you have the benefit of 24x7x365 monitoring by
tech specialists whose sole raison d’etre is to ensure your
service remains up and running. Can you say the same for
your in-house systems?

Recently Spotted

Cynthia Returns!

Further to our snake story, Cynthia left us with her
winter coat and it measured 5.5 metres. We await
her return next winter.
Regards, Merv - Redding Motors

Cloud computing and the SaaS offerings it supports makes
a pretty compelling case - delivering some really cool
solutions for very acceptable cost; enhanced security,
scalability and service delivery levels; far greater flexibility
and agility and of greatest interest to CFOs, significant
cost savings compared to on-premise solutions.

There’s still some way to go.
Like the early phase of all major market shifts, the hype
and the reality are usually poles apart so our message is
this: cloud computing can and will change much of what
you do and how you do it. For online storage, project
collaboration, email, e-marketing and other less frenetic
activities, it’s brilliant. For high-load, speed-sensitive
enterprise-level applications like DMSs, there is still some
way to go. Watch this space.
Peter Fritz - eBusiness Manager
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FAQs - Kaizen
Q: Tried logging onto a RO and not had access to the
workshop?
A: Simply logon to Kaizen , select the Administrators tab
then 'Workstation Install'. In the next window simply
select the Workshop you would like access to and make
sure you save the selection before continuing.

Q: Why are the assigned leave hours for Technicians not appearing in the Leave Calendar?
A: All entered leave hours need to have a NPC (Non-Productive Code) set against them to show on the Calendar. To
check NPC’s from the Leave Calendar, select the Show Admin Tool option.

Select Continue on the Leave Types Admin.

This final screen will list all Leave Types
against their NPC. All codes can be edited
through this menu.
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It's Worth Doing
Load PMDS® 5.9 Today!

Fishing on a Golf Course?
Just another day in Sth Africa...

These photos were taken at the Centurion Country Club
where they have an annual fishing competition in the
lake on the golf course.

By now, you would have received
the PMDS® Release R5.9 Overview
email, explaining the many benefits
of loading the latest PMDS® release.
If you haven't updated your system to
this exciting new release, we urge you
to do it now - it's quick and it's simple.
Just follow the simple instructions sent
with the email.

Our Sth Africa branch team (and sponsor of the event)
were very pleased to collect the prize for highest fluid
intake of the day!

Reasons to Upgrade
• Additional WebCRM Functionality
• Core Printing Enhancements
• Create Maildirect letter lists by
Schedule and/or Department
• Vantage Point Portlets
• Service Department Improvements
• Partscheck
• Kaizen Additional Features
• Sensis TotalCheck Interface

Members of the rowdy Auto-IT Sth Africa Team do
their best to look innocent and responsible.

Improvements to:
•
•
•
•

Administration & General System
Vehicle Sales & Marketing
Service & Parts Department
New Factory & 3rd Party Interfaces
END
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